Abstract: This paper describes a collaboration between a mathematician and a compositionist who developed a sequence of collaborative writing assignments for calculus. This sequence of developmentally-appropriate assignments presents peer review as a collaborative process that promotes reflection, deepens understanding, and improves exposition. First, we distinguish writing-tolearn from writing-in-the-disciplines. Then, we review collaborative writing pedagogies and explain best practices for teaching peer review. Finally, we present an implementation plan and examples of student work that illustrate improved understanding of content and improved exposition.
INTRODUCTION
This paper describes a collaboration about collaboration. A mathematics professor and a composition professor devised a series of collaborative writing and peer review activities for a Calculus I and II course sequence. The mathematics professor learned about composition research, which improved her ability to teach writing. The composition professor learned about the disciplinary conventions of writing in applied mathematics, which improved her understanding of writing across the curriculum. She also learned that distinguishing between writing to learn and writing in the disciplines helps faculty stage assignments. The students gained deeper understanding of mathematical content and improved ability to communicate mathematical concepts. We demonstrate how this project connects research in writing pedagogy and mathematics pedagogy. Then, we present the process and the results of our collaboration. We hope our work will motivate readers to pursue collaborative, transdisciplinary projects. Through collaboration and peer review, we improved our understanding of our work, we improved this paper, and we improved our students' learning.
WRITING TO LEARN VERSUS WRITING IN THE DIS-CIPLINES

Collaboration requires clear communication and precise definition of
terms. For example, composition studies, a field that focuses on writing and rhetoric, distinguishes between writing-to-learn (WTL) and writingin-the-disciplines (WID). Both WTL and WID are aspects of writing across the curriculum (WAC). WTL uses informal writing to promote student engagement and to facilitate learning. WID teaches the conventions of disciplinary-specific genres [4] . Writing-to-learn views students' errors and mistakes as part of the learning process and emphasizes writing as a way to understand content. Examples of WTL activities include journals, informail writing, and online discussion boards or blogs [8] . Writing-in-the-disciplines builds on writing-to-learn activities, with additional attention to the conventions of disciplinary-specific genres.
Typically, WTL activities are most appropriate for introductory classes, while WID assignments are more appropriate for intermediate and advanced classes, after the students have at least basic understanding of their discipline and of the genres expected in their discipline. While WTL and WID are related in that the former can facilitate the latter, conflating the two is problematic, because each has different goals and requires different attention. Reva Kasman's 2006 article on peer review in mathematics demonstrates the importance of distinguishing between WTL and WID [18] .
Kasman documents an assignment that presented fictional proofs for students to critique. Kasman intentionally created proofs with errors.
She reports that finding and correcting these errors improved students' understanding of content, but that students' writing did not improve (6, 11) . The activities described in Kasman's study fall into the category of WTL. Helping students improve their writing in addition to their understanding of content requires several further considerations. Research indicates that as students continue to develop their understanding of increasingly complex material, they will make mistakes, which may explain why the writing of the students in Kasmans study did not improve [21, 22] . Furthermore, WID activities should explicitly introduce students to the genre expectations of disciplinary-specific writing, while the assignment in Kasman's study focused on content.
Including both WTL and WID in mathematics classes may initially appear too time-consuming. Mathematics teachers need to cover content. Breaking writing assignments into stages, teaching disciplinaryspecific genre expectations, and reading and responding to multiple student drafts all make further demands on in-class and out-of-class time.
Collaborative writing and peer review address the problem of time because they present writing as a process while reducing the number of assignments faculty read, evaluate, and grade. Collaborative writing and peer review allow students to measure their own progress, deepen their understanding of content, and improve exposition by providing early feedback and examples of other student work.
COLLABORATION AND PEER REVIEW FOR UNDER-
GRADUATES
Collaboration has had a place in writing classes for many years [6] . In the 1970s, educators in the United States began to employ collaborative pedagogies as a practical means of improving student learning, especially for students who resisted traditional pedagogies. These students, some underprepared and some well prepared, responded to peer assistance more so than faculty interventions.
The history of collaboration is rooted in social constructivist theories of learning [6] . Social constructivist theories posit education as a process of making meaning with intellectual and affective dimensions. Collaborative pedagogies align with social constructivist theories because they engage students in active participation, in group work, and in dialogue.
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Group writing of assignments engages students in active participation and dialogue, so they gain better understanding of concepts and genre conventions, which prepares them to meet WID expectations.
Group work and group writing assignments are both examples of collaborative pedagogical techniques. Peer review is another collaborative pedagogical tool that is both efficient and effective. Empirical studies demonstrate the benefits of peer review over feedback from teaching assistants in science classes [27] and the importance of teaching students to focus on content [26] . Reflection on the peer review and composition process facilitates metacognition, which the Council of Writing Program Administrators defines as "the ability to reflect on ones own thinking as well as on the individual and cultural processes used to structure knowledge" [9] . The skills of metacognition are important to writing because several studies correlate it with transfer. In other words, when students are more aware of the way they think and act in one writing situation, they become more adept at thinking and writing in other situations [3, 10] .
Collaboration between faculty from different disciplines can reinforce transfer. For example, in our collaboration, the composition professor learned more about writing in mathematics, so she could explicitly tell her students how to apply lessons from her class to other situations. The mathematics professor learned about how students learn to write, so she could more effectively build upon what they learned in their first-year communication classes.
Unfortunately, many students and teachers have had negative experiences with peer review and view it as ineffective. In order for peer review to be effective, students need to understand why they are doing it, students need to know how to give good feedback, and students need incentive to take peer review seriously [15] . While many colleges have writing specialists who could provide resources and onsite support, below we offer a brief overview of how to introduce peer review and then we explain how collaborative writing technologies can facilitate successful peer review.
IMPLEMENTING PEER REVIEW FOR COLLABORA-TIVE LEARNING
When introducing peer review for the first time, teachers will want to explain to students why they are doing it [15] . For example, a teacher might assign this short video about peer review created by MIT [25] .
This video includes faculty and student voices to convey the three main benefits of peer review: 1. Getting feedback aids revision. 2. Seeing how classmates approached assignments aids revision. 3. Giving feedback aids revision. These three reasons all emphasize how peer review aids revision. Thus, for students to effectively engage in peer review, they need to understand that writing, even writing in mathematics, is a process that involves drafting, revising, and editing.
Separating revision from editing is one step towards teaching students how to give good feedback. Revision involves choices about content; editing involves choices about language. While editing is important, it is best to save it for the very end of the writing process for two reasons. First, editing the language of a section that might get cut out of the final draft wastes time, and second, focusing on correctness when drafting can create writer's block and prevent writers from attempting to represent complex ideas. If we are employing writing as WTL, we need our students to focus on content first [29] .
We also want to address students' possible inexperience with peer review. As Richard Chisholm writes: "Experienced writers and experienced reviewers know that a solo draft is only a draft and that the purpose of peer review is to stimulate the writer to rethink the entire document" [7] . One way to teach inexperienced writers about the relationship between peer review and revision is by asking students to begin peer review by setting an agenda. What this means is that students tell each other where they want feedback and what, if anything, is off limits. Faculty who use a grading rubric might direct students to refer to the rubric when they set their agenda. Setting the agenda not only provides students with some directions for peer review, it also gets students reflecting on their own work, which contributes to metacognition 2 .
Another way to emphasize content is to tell students to ask questions about their peers' papers. Questions help those who are giving feedback, by offering a way to give feedback without direct criticism. They also help those who are getting feedback by showing them that they have choices in terms of what they say and how they say it. Thus, these questions should address both form and content. For example: "Why did you put this point in this paragraph? or"What do you mean by regression?" Whether using online collaboration tools or working with print copies, students can include these questions as comments on each other's papers.
In addition to questions, students should be directed to write comments at the end of each other's papers. These comments should take the form of summary, praise, and constructive critique. The summary allows writers to see if their main points are clear and ensures that the reviewers are reading carefully. The praise helps writers see their strengths; it is surprising how often students note that peer review helped them develop confidence in their own writing. Finally, the constructive criticism allows writers to see where they need improvement. Providing students with models of good peer review is another way to make peer review more effective. Chisholm provides such models on pages 16-17 of his paper [7] .
While students may complete peer review in class or outside of class, it is useful to devote some time in class for students to set their agenda and to discuss their work. Allowing the activity to be completed for homework allows students to work at various paces and accommodates slow readers who need more time to compose useful feedback.
The final step in peer review is for students to compose a plan for revision. This takes the form of a paragraph or two or several bullet points about 1) what peer review helped them see about their work; 2) the advice they will follow, the advice they will ignore, and why; and 3) what next steps they will take to revise. The plan for revision directs students to revise, facilitates their ownership of their writing, and also contributes to metacognition.
In addition, real-time collaborative writing technologies can facilitate collaborative writing and peer review in and out of class. One popular example is GoogleDocs: the suite of editors available within GoogleDrive, https://drive.google.com, a cloud-based drive for housing files. GoogleDocs includes such editors as GoogleSpreadsheet (which can run script for programming), GoogleDocument (word processing editor with a L A T E X-based equation editor), and GooglePresentation. Students can work on every part of a project collaboratively, from computing figures on a spreadsheet, to writing the lab report, to presenting results to the class. The chat window available during the collaboration session allows for editing suggestions, e.g. "Can you do some rephrasing to facilitate that section transition?," without compromising the integrity of the working document. Google also offers sharing and permissions options, so users can set very specific controls over who has access to their document and how much access they have. Individuals participating in group reports with full editing privileges have access to detailed revision histories color coded by account user. This revision history can be useful for both students and teachers when reflecting on group participation or on writing evolution. Peer reviewers can be added with editor or comment-only privileges.
There are also free, web-based collaborative L A T E X editors. WriteL A T E X, https://www.writelatex.com/, is an example of such an editor that allows for simultaneous cloud editing. Its split-screen design allows for the L A T E X editor to appear alongside the PDF document view, and files can be synced with Dropbox for cloud-based access from anywhere. We chose to write the majority of this paper in GoogleDocs, using collabora-tive writing technology to write about collaborative writing technology.
After our first draft, we inserted our paper into L A T E X for formatting reasons, then continued the collaborative writing process in WriteL A T E X.
The advantages of writing collaboratively in L A T E X for mathematical collaborations between math majors and math faculty are clear. However, GoogleDrive offers a suite of features accessible to for non-math majors who may not need to learn L A T E X to write collaboratively.
CASE STUDY: COLLABORATION IN A MATHEMAT-ICS SEQUENCE
At Unity College, all mathematics courses are service courses. Our mathematics courses serve many important objectives: content, technology skills, and, ultimately, the development of a fundamental language to support our sustainability science curriculum. As we strive to meet the needs of our students, we pay close attention to critical thinking and communication skills. While writing is an important feature of all mathematics courses at % College, the applied calculus sequence learning outcomes include independently written full laboratory/research reports by the end of the second semester. Students work on labs in groups, which helps foster learning [19] . Then they write the resulting research reports in Calculus I as a group, and in Calculus II independently. To ease the transition between semesters, the same grading rubric is used [1] ; however, in the second semester, the bar for an A is raised, which elevates personal responsibility and requires higher target mastery. Staging mathematical writing over two semesters follows the recommendations of Kelly and LeDocq's study of writing in mathematics [20] .
Through collaborative writing, students in Calculus I work to create a final product that represents the effort and knowledge base of the group. Through these group writing assignments, they practice the norms of the discipline, which deepens their knowledge of content and of genre conventions. In this way, they practice writing to learn. When they are asked to transition to independent writing in Calculus II, students lose the informal peer group that collaborative writing provides and they are simultaneously asked to face more challenging disciplinaryspecific conventions. Some students have no trouble with this transition.
Other students struggle. Formal peer review allows instructors to provide students with formative feedback in the early stages of writing as they make this transition. In this way, students continue to practice writing to learn as a means of improving their ability to write according to disciplinary-specific conventions.
Appendix A includes a worksheet that describes the peer review process. Through class discussion and review of the worksheet, we explain the three benefits of peer review noted above: 1) feedback, 2) improved ability to critique ones own work, and 3) more familiarity with content and genre. Students were asked to arrive to class with a draft of their report written. The teacher then randomly created pairs of peer reviewers. (see the next section for variations). Next, the pairs set the agenda for each peer review and shared their papers. Students worked on the peer review for the remainder of class time and finished it for homework for the next class. The peer review grade included both effort in creating a reasonable first draft for review and effort and thoughtfulness as a reviewer, which can be an additional source of motivation. Revisions of the final draft were due the following week, and the revised product was assessed using the standardized research report rubric developed by the Unity College Center for Biodiversity [1] .
Students in Calculus I who engage in a collaborative project and group writing were asked to reflect on their experience. The following are some quotations from these students:
• "We have been working on another project for calculus, which I really enjoy doing. It's nice to work with peers on something that is applicable in our fields. I think that it's beneficial to have somebody else explain the same thing but in a different way than someone.
[Name omitted] has a really great way of simplifying everything and breaking things down so that I actually understand everything that we are doing in our project. I really enjoy having her point of view."
• "The project that we have begun working on this week is very helpful too. Not only am I getting to figure it out myself and use a real-life type scenario, but I am also getting the opportunity to explain the process and everything to someone else. This has helped me to really put what I'm doing into words and make sure both they and I have it down."
• "We used Google docs to write it all up, and its so cool how you can literally work on the project at the same exact time but be in two different places! Her and I are planning on finishing up the rest of the paper this weekend and getting it in so we don't have to worry about it."
The following are a examples of improved exposition as a result of the peer review process introduced in Calculus II. To give some context, in our particular lab, we developed a program in GoogleSpreadsheet using script to calculate the area under the graph of a positive function. A newer, Matlab-based, version of this project is available in Appendix B.
• Draft Title: "Student Programming Project: Trapezoid Rule Project"
• Peer Comment: "This is good as a description of the paper, but parts of it are unhelpful as the 'title'. The title should describe what is going on in your paper."
• Final Title: "Calculating area using Trapezoid Rule Project in Google Documents"
The following example is from the introduction of the same paper.
Many students struggle with explaining why they are doing this exploration.
• Draft: "Anti-derivatives are used in integration to find the equation for the integral in question, but there are times in which antiderivatives are unable to be used."
• Peer Comment: "This is confusing. Try re-wording."
• Final: "Anti-derivatives are used in integration to find the equation for calculating the area under the curve of the given func-tion, but there are times in which anti-derivatives are unable to be used."
The writer is still trying to clarify that anti-derivatives cannot always be calculated by hand, but still the exposition of this idea is still much improved. Even the latter comment, while not particularly as thoughtful, still forces the reviewed student to reflect on what he or she was trying to convey. In both cases, peer review helped the student solidify understanding of the link between using numerical approximations derived using the equivalence of area to antiderivatives.
Sometimes the peer review comments were a much needed earlyintervention in the writing process, and therefore led to a much improved student product. In one case, a student included the code and the function calls and output as an Appendix and only referred to it in the results section. However, the student had included no explanation for the code, no words that summarized the results.
• The peer reviewer also made a similar comment in the summary of review. In the interest of conciseness, the entire re-written Results section is not included, however, there was a much improved results section breaking down the results in context to the problem at hand.
ASSESSMENT, REFLECTION, AND REVISION
Over time, we have made modifications to some of the activities described above. All our students now have institutional Google Apps for Education accounts and are introduced to GoogleDrive in their freshman seminar course. Without this extra assistance, it was necessary to spend some class time engaged in creating Google accounts and familiarizing them with the features, though some of this can be abated by using the plethora of tutorials available on the web, see for example [13] . We now also have Matlab available so we do not use the GoogleSpreadsheet script. Although GoogleSpreadsheet has programming capability and collaborative ability, Matlab is a much easier programming tool to learn and also has more tutorials available online, see for example [5] .
Since this was the students' first introduction into programming, Matlab also allowed students to explore more readily. Although these seem like structural changes unrelated to writing, we acknowledge that writing mathematical ideas is in itself a challenge. Adding difficult, unfamiliar tools or content mastery requirements to this challenge can sometimes interfere with the students' ability to communicate it [16] .
In addition to staging levels of writing between courses, we have now incorporated staged writing within each course. The first lab report in each course is limited to the title, results, discussion, and references sections. In the next lab, students finish the report. This allows students to develop fluency with aspects of the genre as they deepen their content knowledge, using writing to think like mathematicians [28] . Peer review is part of both reports. In the second semester, students have two opportunities before advancing to the final independent project. During the first iteration of the course, only one peer review per person was assigned, and some students were more helpful than others. Some students were disappointed by less-than-helpful or late feedback. Now each student is assigned two reports to peer review for each assignment.
This increases the chance of helpful criticism and also gives students the opportunity to elicit a diversity of opinions.
Our collaboration has yielded several important lessons: Let students know that peer review is how academics craft effective writing in all disciplines. Use the peer review handout provided in the appendix and the MIT video, [25] , to reinforce this. Metacognition is important, so provide students with opportunities to reflect on their learning [24, 11] .
Let students tell their peers that they are depending on them for their feedback. Peer pressure sometimes works better than instructor pressure. Use the collaborative technology first before assigning the task to students, so you will be prepared to vet their concerns. Listen to the type of feedback your partners want and dont want.
Write this down. As you read their papers, address their concerns.
2. As you read, address content and form. Use questions as a way to point out your concerns.
• For example, if you find a section confusing, you might ask: What are you trying to say here?
• For example, if the organization is unclear, you might ask: Why did you put the information or pictures in this order?
• You will write these questions in the margins of your partners paper(s).
3. Look at most local issues of language in the last draft. You dont want to wrestle with the language of a section that may get cut from the final copy. If the language interferes with your ability to understand your partners papers, let them know via questions.
4. You should write at least three paragraphs of feedback.
• Start with summary. This will help your partners see if they conveyed their main points/achieved their purpose.
• Then, praise what is going well. Be specific.
• Finally, write about what needs improvement. Be specific, consider your partners agenda, and use questions to encourage critical thinking.
5. After you give and receive feedback, review your own work and create a plan for revision. In your plan for revision, you will state the next steps you will take to improve your paper. Note which of your peers comment you will heed, which seem off base, and what new possibilities you see in your own work.
APPENDIX B: RESEARCH PROJECT Student Programming Project: Trapezoid Rule Project
We have investigated integrals in two ways: by explicitly using antiderivatives and by approximation using sum of rectangles. For example, we can calculate
This integral is easy to calculate since the antiderivative of its integrand, −3/x, can be found exactly. But what if we want to allow the upper limit to be infinity?
Also some important functions do not have antiderivatives that are straightforward to calculate. Consider this function, which is used in representing normal distributions:
3. Calculate the exact value of the integrals in #2 using antiderivatives. Compare 1-3. What do you think is the value of
4. Estimate using the trapezoid rule the area under the curve of
2π . Include a copy of your modified function files as an appendix.
There will be three phases of research report: Phase I. Due Wednesday 2/27. You must upload your document to Canvas or submit a GoogleDoc url (make sure you change settings to share by link).
Phase II. You will be assigned 2 reports to read of peers and give feedback. Please review by Monday 3/4.
Phase III. Final drafts will be due, uploaded to Canvas by next Monday 3/11.
Follow the peer review guidelines from class.
Your grade will be a combination of completion, effort in draft, peer review quality of comments you make for other people, and the writing quality, insight, and proper conclusions in the final version (all assessed by the Center for Biodiversity rubric at [1] ). 
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